12.
Two lettres of the Geometrical eorrespondenee between M. Donkin and M. Spottiswoode.
.... J. he following is partly a simplification and partly a development of a method vvhich you once shewed me for determining two cyclie sections of a surface of the second order. If θ, μ, l, m, n, ΐ , m', ri, P, Q, R, K , be any constants (I shall suppose P + nf + n* = l, Γ-f r/*"-f fi' 2 = 1), it is clear that the surface, whose equation is ( l ) θ (#
-j~ /+ z 3 ) -f μ ( Ix -\-my-\-nz] (V χ -f m'y-\-n'z} +Px + Qy-\-Rz = K, is cut circularly by the two Systems of planes represented by lx-\-my-\-nz = Const.
Fx-\-m'y-}-n'z -Const., since either of these assurtiptions reduces (1.) to the equation of a sphere. Now (1) will co'incide with the general equation (2) Ax* + By*+Cz 2 +2Fyz + 2Gzv + 2Hxy + Pv+Qy+R* = ;
provided we have θ^μΐΐ = A, μ(ΐ9»η'-{-0ιΊι) = 2F, which conditions may be written:
from which (writing Α -Θ = Α', Β-Θ = Β', C-0=C") the following are iramediately deducible: But it is better to employ your original method. Reverting, namely to the equations (l and 2), we obtain, by subtraction: so that we have only to express the condition that the function on the lefthandside of this equation is capable of being resolved into linear factors, which , äs is well known, is
It is to be remarked, that the expressions r/m' -m'n, etc. are proportional to the direction-eosines of the line of intersection of the cyclic planes; and their values being proportional (3) 
it follows that the line in question eoüncides with one of the principal axes of the cone. In fact, the equation (4), multiplied by Ä, may be put in the form and in like manner, multiplying by B f and C', we set the two other forms
by means of which expressions it is easy to deduce the above forms for the direetion-cosines of the principal axes. But there are other important consequences to be drawn from the equation (4), when put in the three forms last written. In the first place we see that the three equations F, G, H, have necessarily the same sign; so that j/F, j/G, )/H are either all real, or all imaginary.
Next taking any one of the three forms, for example S=GH -A* = 0 (which is of the fourth degree, with respect to θ, having been multiplied by A'^. Let us examine the value of S, while θ varies continuously from -oo to -f oo. We see that when θ --oo, G and H are both negative and $ is positive.
When These conclusions may be recapitulated s follows. Let ff, Θ" be two roots of that one of the three equations F = 0, G = 0, H = 0, whose roots are closet together, and O i9 θ η , the roots of that one that are farthest a part. Then of the three roots of the cubic [4], two lie respec vely without the liraits 6 t , θ η , and the third within the limits ff, ff 1 ; and this third root gives an unique System of real values to the direction-cosines (, m, n; ΐ, m', n!; thus determining an unique pair of real cyclic planes. It would be easy to examine the peculiarities of the cases in which the cubic has equal or evanescent roots. But I will not pursue the subject farther.
It should be added that the lirnits of the roots of the cubic [4] were originally tracted by M. Cauchy (see Exercices de Math. 1828. p. 9.), but in a manner less simple, s it appears to me, than the above.
Oxford, March 24. 1853.
W. F. Donkin.
. . . . Your method in applicable to the case of four variables, and when so applied, gives rise to some interesting geometrical results. Let 
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Hence, comparing coefficients:
each of these ratios is equal to
from which, combined \tfith (5), we derive the following Systems:
with a corresponding sei of values for l ' :m': n': k', obtained. from (8) by writing /^+j/F etc. instead of Jf^±^F etc. troughout. From these may be obtained the equations of condition: and the System is finally equivalent to only three independent conditions on account of the identity
li may be noticed in passing that two of the conditions (9) may be thrown into the form M+i/M m (12)
to which others might be added.
The conditions (9) may likewise be put in a form better known, äs follows. Developping the first pair of equations, and subtracting the results, we have adding the results, we have (14)
Fy(GR}-\-Gy(R¥)-\-Hy(FG)-\-FGH-A'B'C'
= 0; transponing the last termes of (13) 
-(A+B+C) = (A,B,C) 2
